It is shown that the problem of independent motion detection can be addressed by analyzing constraints on low-dimensional directional (projected) components of ow elds. We construct a robust algorithm, implemented as a recursive lter, to extract directional motion parameters from long image sequences. Based on this a qualitative approach is described to detect independent motion, involving a combination of robust line-tting and one-dimensional search. The lowdimensional projections onto subspaces facilitate e cient dynamic self-adaptation of detection thresholds to achieve good performance under changing operational conditions. The analysis is extended to long image sequences by incorporating tracking and spatio-temporal ltering. The approach is applicable to general camera motion and cluttered scenes using a wide range of camera elds of view. It does not require point correspondences and has a simple extendsion to stereo. We demonstrate it on a variety of real image sequences.
Introduction
Human and animal vision systems have the basic visual ability to detect independent motion even if the observer is moving. Providing similar visual capabilities to arti cial vision systems has been a challenging problem and of great practical interest Adi85, TP90, dVLT92, IA96, SA96, MDD + 95, Smi96, CZ96, AO97]. The di culty of detecting independent motion from visual ow can be traced to the non-linear nature of the problem, and the high dimensionality of the visual motion information to be processed. Previous approaches typically employ simpli cations, such as restricting the allowable camera motion TP90, Nel97, SA96, CZ96, WD96], using a small camera eld of view (FOV) ABP96, IA96] , or imposing a limitation on the allowable structure in the scene Adi85, MDD + 95, IA96]; often they employ techniques requiring point correspondences Adi85, IA96, MDD + 95, TP90, dVLT92, Smi96, WD96] or high-dimensional regression Smi96, AO97] . While most of these approaches use a single (monocular) camera, some approaches based on stereo have been proposed WD96, AO97]. It is clear that any restriction on the camera motion imposes limitations on the allowable operational conditions, while the use of a narrow FOV restricts short-range surveillance and navigational capabilities. Special assumptions about the scene in view may not be appropriate for natural, complex environments with clutter.
Roadmap. This paper describes an application of the theory developed in FD97a] to the problem of detecting independent motion in long image sequences. Our approach allows general camera motion, a wide FOV, and scenes with large depth variation; no point correspondences are required. The method reduces the original problem of detecting independent motion to a combination of robust line tting and one-dimensional search. Here, we provide a brief overview of the approach with pointers to the sections in which the speci c aspects of the approach are described in more detail.
Given an optical ow eld, we construct a projected ow eld by projecting the optical ow vectors onto a given projection direction. Our approach to motion estimation is then based on analyzing cross-sections of this projected ow eld; in particular, cross-sections both parallel and orthogonal to the chosen projection direction (Section 3). We rst describe how the projections of the camera motion, which we call the directional motion parameters, can be recovered from these cross-sections. We start by considering the simple case of a narrow-FOV camera. In this case the rotational projected ow is constant along the parallel cross-sections, and varies linearly along the orthogonal cross-sections; we call this the linearity property. Since the projected translational ow is zero at the projection of the FOE on any parallel cross-section, the second observation leads to what we call the divergence property: points to the \left" of the projected FOE in a parallel cross-section have projected ow less than the ow at the projected FOE, and points to the \right" have greater projected ow. Since we do not know, a priori, what the projected rotational ow is, we estimate at each point along every parallel cross-section that ow value which best satis es the divergence property. This is, essentially, equivalent to estimating a ow value that minimizes negative depth along that parallel cross-section (Section 3.2). Orthogonal cross-sections of these new projected ow values are then constructed. Finally, using the linearity property the projected rotation parameters are estimated by nding that orthogonal cross-section on which the projected (new) ow values are best t by a linear model. Extensions of the algorithm to large FOVs (accomplished by embedding it into a recursive derotation framework) or very small FOV (in which the divergence property of the projected ow cannot be used) are 2 subsequently discussed. In any event, once the projected motion parameters are estimated we know that along any parallel cross-section, all points to the left of the projected FOE should have projected motion less than the nal estimate of rotation at the projected FOE obtained from the linear model, and all points to the right should have greater projected ow. This provides a basis for identi cation of independently moving points on a per-frame basis. Practically, however, one must take into account the fact that the linear tting process used to estimate the projected rotation parameters must be robust to both measurement errors in ow estimation and errors introduced by the presence of independently moving points; and, in the detection of independently moving points, one must take into account measurement errors in ow estimation. The rst problem is addressed using robust line tting, in which the parallel crosssections corrupted by independent motion are eliminated from the t by the robust estimator (Section 4.1). The second problem is addressed by rst assuming that the parallel cross-sections that are included in the robust line t (\inliers") in fact do not include any independently moving points. This allows us to identify detection thresholds that adapt to changes in imaging conditions (Section 4.2). Intuitively, for each parallel inlier cross-section we nd the projected ow vector which most violates the assumption that no pixel along an inlier cross-section is moving independently. We then consider the worst violator amongst all the inlier cross-sections, and use the magnitude of the di erence in ow between that pixel and the ow at the projected FOE on that cross-section as our adaptive threshold. This threshold is then applied to the remaining \outlier" cross-sections. Experiments, presented in Section 4.2, illustrate the importance of this adaptive thresholding procedure.
In Section 4.3 we describe two integration mechanism for improving the reliability of the approach. The rst uses temporal integration (Section 4.3.1) and the second uses spatial integration | essentially, grouping independently moving pixels that pass the temporal analysis based on location and velocity. Finally, an extensive set of experiments is described in Section 5.
Principles of detecting independent motion
Humans use a combination of visual cues to detect independent motion, such as geometry; shape; illumination; color; (ordinal) depth from stereo, structure and occlusion; knowledge about the scene; etc. As in many other studies Adi85, MDD + 95, IA96, SA96, TP90, dVLT92, Smi96] related to this problem, we use only the geometry cue to solve this problem. We note that the incorporation of other visual cues such as color or stereo WD96, AO97], or the use of speci c domain knowledge in restricted-domain applications MBH96], can be very helpful.
Imaging the physical scene on the move
The input to our visual system is the motion eld obtained by projecting the relatively moving scene onto the camera's frontal image plane. We de ne our reference coordinate system xed to the moving camera frame with origin coinciding with the lens center, xy-plane parallel to the image plane, and Z-axis intersecting the image plane at distance f (Figure 1 ).
Setting the focal length f to unity, the visual motion of a rigid scene point Q(X;Y;Z) projected on the image at q(x;y;f) can be expressed as a function of the camera motion by the well-known 
The epipolar constraint on optic ow elds
The geometric approach to detecting independent motion is typically based on examining the constraints of epipolar geometry. Let v be a ow eld; for simplicity, we assume that it contains only pure translation. We denote the focus of expansion induced by the motion of the camera by FOE, and the one induced by the relative motion v mo of a moving object, ignoring the rigid scene, by F OE mo . If F OE and F OE mo are distinct, then there exist regions in the image plane where the ow vectors originating from the rigid scene and the ones from the moving object point in di erent directions ( Figure 2a) ; hence the moving object is theoretically detectable from di erences in the directions of visual displacement vectors. If, however, F OE and F OE mo are located at the same image point, then we cannot detect any inconsistency in the ow eld based only on epipolar geometry, since the ow directions are the same for both the rigid scene and the moving object. In this case detection can be established only if depth information is also available from other sources than motion, e.g. stereo WD96, AO97] or occlusion Ber97]. We note that such a depth estimate need not be accurate; even partial or qualitative depth based 4 on ordinal measures BN96] can improve detection capabilities 1 .   00  00  11  11  00  00  11  11  0  0 0  0 0   1  1 1  1 1   00  00  11  11  00  00  11  11  000  000  111  111  00  00  11  11  000  000  111  111   00  00  11  11   000 111  00  00  11  11  00 Let v(q) and v(q) mo denote unit vectors at image position q pointing away from F OE and F OE mo , respectively. We can de ne a measure of detectability of independent motion, D, at q for the case of pure translation (or derotated general motion) as
If D(q) < 1 then an independently moving point at image position q would be detectable, otherwise not.
While this approach is conceptually straightforward it is di cult to implement e ectively, mostly due to the di culty of accurately estimating the actual visual displacement, i.e., optic ow, especially for a moving object.
The epipolar constraint on directional components of ow elds
Since the detection of independent motion is a qualitative problem, it should not be necessary to quantitatively estimate the relative motion of the moving target or that of the scene.
Let us de ne the p-directional component of a vector v as its projection onto direction p, i.e., pv (where jpj = 1). If an independently moving point at position q is detectable, i.e., v 6 k v mo , we can always nd a direction p such that the p-directional components of v and v mo (pv and pv mo ) are of di erent signs. This simple qualitative property, which we call a local signature, provides su cient evidence that the two vectors are not parallel to each other, i.e., the motion must be independent. In order to extract this signature, we need to know only the projected location of the FOE with respect to projection p. This simple qualitative constraint on the directional ow components re ects the fact that the scene must be in front of the camera, i.e., 1 Suppose that the ordering Z A < Z B < Z C has been determined for scene points A; B and C in a small image neighborhood using some cue other than motion. Then either jv A j jv B j jv C j or jv A j jv B j jv C j must hold, otherwise at least one of them is moving independently. 5 scene depth is positive NH87], otherwise the point is independently moving . Similarly to (3) we can de ne a measure of detectability of independent motion with respect to a speci c direction p ( 
Global signatures of rigid motion
It is commonly known that purely translational or purely rotational ow elds possess simple geometric regularities, which disappear if the two components are superimposed. The explanation lies in the high dimensionality of the resulting vector eld. The problem of dimensionality is common in statistical analysis, where the technique of projecting high-dimensional data onto a line is employed. This approach, which is also known as Fisher's linear discriminant method DH73], can unveil simple structural regularities of the statistical data which are otherwise not perceptible in the original data. We adapt this approach to our geometric problem to explore low-dimensional signatures of motion elds.
As the rst step in applying this approach to vector elds, we consider the directional components of ow elds. The idea of using directional components of ow elds has received wide attention in NA88, dVLT92, FA95, DT96, SSV96]. These previous approaches did not completely utilize the available geometric constraints on motion elds; this typically resulted in sensitivity to noise and instability of the algorithms.
Here we propose an approach for detecting independent motion based on directionally-selective analysis of visual motion elds FD97a]. This method reduces the original high-dimensional 6 problem to that of a single, or a small number of, low-dimensional problems. This not only provides simpli cation of the computations and high potential for scalability and parallelism, but also robustly incorporates the complete set of geometric constraints provided by the directional components of ow elds.
Let v(x;y) be a ow vector eld (optic ow) in the image plane and p be a (unit) projection vector. Taking the p-directional component of v(x;y), we obtain a two-dimensional (scalar) function u 0 (x; y) = v(x;y)p. In the special case where p is parallel to the x-axis we obtain the identity u 0 (x; y) u(x; y) of (1). Generally, the expression for u 0 remains of the same form as that for u if its parameters are expressed in the rotated coordinate system aligned with p. In our directional analysis of ow elds we consider linear cross-sections of the surface u(x; y), which results in speci c one-parameter functions. We will consider parallel cross-sections 
Geometric constraints on directional components of ow elds
Considering the parallel cross-section u y (x), it is clear from (7) that its translational component is a function of the scaled scene depth and the distance from x 0 (the projection of the FOE on the parallel cross-section). For the point x = x 0 the translational component vanishes, independently of the underlying structure. 7
Assuming that the camera has non-zero translation and its eld of view (FOV) is su ciently small (x; y 1) so that the second-order terms in x and y in (1) can be neglected, we have u(x; y) = x ? x 0 Z 0 (x; y) + x xy ? y (1 + x 2 ) + z y x ? x 0 Z 0 (x; y) ? y + z y:
It follows that the rotational component can be considered as a constant o set in u y (x) with respect to the free parameter x, from which we can make the following simple observation: 8x : We call this the linearity property of orthogonal cross-sections.
Previous work on directional analysis of ow elds NA88, dVLT92, FA95, DT96, SSV96] exploited only the linearity property to solve for motion, while the divergence property was not used. In our approach we will combine both of these properties and exploit them simultaneously over the entire image to incorporate all the geometric constraints that the directional ow components provide.
Estimation of directional motion parameters from motion elds
Both the divergence and linearity properties are independent of camera motion and scene structure; therefore they can provide a basis for identifying a global, qualitatively invariant property of ow elds induced by rigid motion.
If we assume a small camera FOV, the expression for the orthogonal cross-section in (9) reduces to the simple linear form u x 0 (y) ? y + z y:
(10) If, in addition, x 0 is located within the camera FOV we can recover a subset of the motion parameters, namely, (x 0 ; y ; z ), using the properties of divergence and linearity. We will call the parameter-triple (x 0 ; y ; z ) the directional motion parameters with respect to the projection direction used.
The directional motion parameters in (10) de ne a line in xyu-space. Each point on this line satis es the divergence property in the parallel cross-sections orthogonal to the line, independent of camera motion and scene structure. Since this line provides evidence that the ow eld has been induced by a rigid background, we can consider this line as a directional, global signature of the rigid ow eld. The divergence and linearity properties suggest a direct approach to the extraction of the directional motion parameters using (9). However, as motion elds tend to be rather errorprone, robustness and reliability become important; therefore, complete and robust utilization of the available ow data has to be assured. 9
The algorithm
Choosing an arbitrary direction p, we analyze each parallel cross-section u y (x) = u T;y (x)+u ;y (x) of the ow eld, and for each x we nd the valueû y; (x) that best satis es the divergence property under the assumption that x = x 0 . Geometrically, this is that valueû y; such that the NW and SE quadrants of the x ? u plane de ned by the axis through (x;û) have (e.g.) the smallest numbers of projected ow values ( Figure 5 ). This step represents minimization of negative depth as a violation of rigidity NH87]. After this, the values ofû y; (x) are combined into a surfaceû (x; y) and its orthogonal crosssectionsû x; (y) are constructed for all x. The linearity property is then used to select the location x 0 at which orthogonal cross-section ux 0 (y) û x 0 ; (y) best ts the line. Here, since we assumed a small FOV, from (10) we havê y = ?mean y fux 0 (y)g and^ z = slope y fux 0 (y)g:
While a straightforward algorithm for computingû y; in step 1 would require O(N 2 ) computation for O(N) steps of x and u, one can construct a fast algorithm which can estimateû y; (x) in a one-dimensional search requiring only O(N) time. We can further simplify the computations if a collection of neighboring parallel cross-sections (a band) is collapsed; this is the second step of our projection principle. In this step we process only the local extrema of the directional ow elds in the parallel cross-sections, since it can be shown that the constraints on camera motion are carried in the local extrema of directional ow. The collapsing of directional ow provides e cient data 2 reduction while preserving the constraints on the directional motion estimates. More details about the theoretical and implementational aspects of the algorithm can be found in a companion paper FD97a].
Extension of the algorithm to the general case
The assumption of a narrow FOV can be rather restrictive in practical applications. If the FOV is large and contains a large rotational component compared to the translational one, then the divergence property is not satis ed, so the linearity property would also not hold. In order to enforce these properties and extract the directional motion parameters, the rotational component of the ow eld has to be reduced. For this purpose we can use the (erroneous) estimate of the rotation parameters provided by the global signature to derotate the ow and decrease the amount of rotation.
A simple iterative algorithm can be constructed to derotate the ow eld so that the rotational component decreases compared to the translational one and both the divergence and linearity properties are better satis ed by the derotated ows. The iteration steps can be e ciently implemented in a recursive observer model where the state variables of the system are the rotation parameters FD97b, FD97a] . One or more directional ow components are processed in directiontuned lter(s) (#1 : : : n), providing the corresponding directional motion estimates for iterative derotation ( Figure 6 ). If multiple directions are used, the directional parameters can be combined to determine the complete egomotion. The recursive model is appropriate in applications where long image sequences are used. The model maintains the estimated (directional or complete) rotational parameters and updates them only by the amounts they have changed since the previous frame. The less the visual motion changes from frame to frame the more accurate is the enforcement of the divergence and linearity properties, and so the estimate of the motion parameters. If accuracy is not su cient (e.g. large FOV with large inter-frame rotation), more iterations on the same image frame can be performed. In this case, the recursive lter has an iteration rate which is a multiple of the frame rate.
If the projected location, x 0 , of the FOE is not within the FOV, it can be shown FD97a] that the algorithm in Section 3.2.1 can provide a qualitative approximation to x 0 which lies at the image boundary point closest to the actual value. This qualitative estimate requires that the scene exhibit su cient depth variation.
In Figure 7 we illustrate the application of the recursive lter to derotating a long image sequence and extracting the directional motion parameters. The camera is approaching the scene while looking sideways (the horizontal x 0 is not within the FOV) and is undergoing a combination of rotation and translation. In the collapsing step the large number of parallel cross-sections (roughly, the image rows and columns, in the present case) have been reduced to nine bands. For each image frame only one iteration is computed. We use the normal ow as input to our algorithm, estimated by which follows from the image brightness-constancy assumption, I x u +I y v +I t = 0 Hor86]. Since our model considers only speci c directional components of the ow eld, normal ow can be directly employed: Only those normal ow vectors are used which are parallel to the particular projection direction p; the rest of them are ignored for that particular directional analysis (top left). For practical reasons we also employed an angular tolerance to allow errors in estimating the directions of normal ow vectors. This angular tolerance is chosen so that the resulting error, j1 ? cos( )j, caused by the directional selection of the ow is comparable to the error in normal ow estimation. In this way we make a good trade-o between a small number of projection directions necessary to exploit the complete visual motion eld and and an acceptable error in the directional ow. In the current case = 30 o has been chosen for both directions, which results in about 80-percent utilization of the available normal ow. The incorporation of two projections allows us to determine the complete rotational parameters and so the actual FOE FD97a].
3.2.3 The case of very small FOV For tele-surveillance or airborne operations the case of a very small FOV (< 5 o ) is of special interest. BBH + 89, ABP96] assume a (frontal) planar scene structure, which leads to a lowdimensional linear problem requiring only 2D image registration techniques. This simpli ed model was then extended to scenes with layered structures and more general depth variations using parallax geometry, where the assumption of a dominant \background" (frontal) planar scene was used IA96]. These techniques required accurate point correspondences.
From the properties of orthogonal cross-sections it follows that if the visual motion contains only rotation (or equivalently, the scene depth is at in nity) or the structure is critical, having the form which is a linear function of y, exactly of the form of a critical surface (12). While this critical surface led to instabilities in previous approaches which used only the linearity property for motion estimation, we can take advantage of it as a motion-invariant property of orthogonal cross-sections. If the FOV is very small the divergence property, and so that of positive depth, is not wellconditioned and is di cult to utilize. However, since any orthogonal cross-section satis es the linearity property in such a scene for arbitrary camera motion (with generally di erent line parameters, as scene depth might generally change with x) so does the mean orthogonal crosssection de ned directly on the directional ow: u 0 (y) def = mean x fu(x; y)g : (13) Therefore, in the case of very small FOV, we can use the linearity property of this averaged orthogonal cross-section as a rigidity signature; its recovery does not require the incorporation 13 of parallel cross-sections (to minimize negative depth) and the linear search used in the general model. In Figure 8 this signature was extracted from airborne video using a single projection. For practical reasons, we now choose this direction to be orthogonal to the majority of the edges to obtain the most possible ow data. At the bottom, the directional rigidity signature has been extracted as a line-t to the mean orthogonal cross-section u 0 (x).
4 Exploiting directional motion parameters to detect independent motion Detecting moving objects generally requires identifying regions of (locally or globally) consistent rigid motion and excluding regions of outliers as independent motion. One possible approach is to model the ow eld as a collection of regions induced by piecewise rigid motion, where simultaneous parameter estimation and clustering is used to segment regions with similar epipolar constraints Adi85, Smi96] . While this parametric approach is clearly a very general model it proves to be a rather hard one to compute.
A considerably simpler, non-parametric approach can be constructed by modeling the majority of the scene as containing the same rigid motion combined with a minority of regions of nonrigidity. However, even this simple model can lead to a complex high-dimensional regression problem AO97] which requires costly computation. In our approach the directional motion parameters are de ned in low-dimensional projected subspaces. This leads to a low-dimensional regression model, which is easier to compute. Additionally, the simple geometric structure of projected ow elds will enable us to design adaptive algorithms for setting key algorithmic parameters, which signi cantly improves the detection capabilities of the algorithm under a wide range of operating conditions. Figure 9: A parallel cross-section of a directional ow which also contains detectable independent motion. The projected ow originating from the independently moving target can be detected using local signatures as having negative depth.
Robust regression in one dimension
If the motion eld contains regions of independent motion and the independent motion is pdetectable, for orientation p, then the parallel cross-sections containing independently moving points will be distorted (Figure 9 ), and so neither the divergence property nor the linearity property will be satis ed at any of the points where the parallel cross-sections were corrupted. The process of extracting the directional motion parameters is therefore designed to tolerate errors in some of the parallel cross-sections, i.e., bands of the directional ow eld. Violation of the linearity property can be tolerated by employing robust line tting based on a repeatedmedian algorithm Sie82] which assumes that less than half of the base points are outliers, i.e., moving objects corrupt the given projected ow in less than half of the bands (Figures 10 and  11) .
After the outlier parallel cross-sections have been determined, the projected ow is examined in each corrupted parallel cross-section band using the divergence property. The image locations where this property is systematically violated (Figure 4 and following subsection) are considered to be non-rigid, corresponding to independent motion (Figure 9 ). In the case of a very narrow FOV the constraint of positive depth cannot be used, as was pointed out in Section 3.2.3. In this case, the linearity of the mean orthogonal cross-section is used both for determining the bands corrupted by independent motion, using the same robust technique as in the wide FOV case, and for localizing of the independently moving points within the bands. Any directional ow which severely violates the linearity of the mean orthogonal cross-section will be regarded as generated by independent motion.
We note that while higher-dimensional robust regression models working in the original parameter space restrict the number of outlier ow vectors Smi96, AO97], in our approach this corresponds to limiting the number of outlier parallel cross-sections. In our approach the number of outlier ow vectors is not important; only their spatial distribution is relevant: they cannot occupy more than half of the parallel cross-sections in the speci c ow direction. Considering only detection characteristics, this feature may provide either advantages or disadvantages compared to algorithms that employ regression in the original high-dimensional parameter space.
Adaptation of detection characteristics
The performance of detection algorithms can be characterized by their percentage of false alarms and false dismissals. In order to achieve a good trade-o between these two types of errors the parameters of the detection algorithm have to be properly adjusted. In our algorithm the critical parameters are thresholds associated with the line tting process and the detection of independently moving pixels. The choice of these thresholds is very critical, and can strongly determine the overall performance of the detection algorithm. Since the imaging conditions 3 change even between consecutive frames, the accuracy of local ow values and the motion estimators vary; therefore static thresholds cannot be e ectively employed. A detection algorithm which incorporates adaptive thresholds requires that both the errors involved in the motion estimation and their e ects on detection are known. By determining the error involved in the estimation of local ow and directional motion we can de ne a con dence measure for the estimation. Using this measure an adaptive threshold can be determined to tolerate the errors in the input if their consequences on the detection output are known.
The actual errors in the parameter estimates are, of course, not available. However, based on the estimated motion parameters, we can construct an error measure based on the degree to which they satisfy the divergence and linearity properties. If these properties are well satis ed, we assume that the estimation process has low error. On the other hand, if these properties are violated (as is typically the case), there de nitely is an error involved (e.g. the derotation of the ow eld was not su cient, an independent motion has been classi ed as rigid, etc.), and we have to apply a high enough threshold to avoid an unacceptable level of false detections.
As mentioned above there are two stages of the detection algorithm at which thresholds must be set:
1. Finding the outlier parallel cross-section(s) (bands) corrupted by independent motion. 2. Determining location of the independent motion within the corrupted parallel cross-section(s) (bands).
Determining the outliers in the rst stage is based on the analysis of the robust line-tting process. After the line-t has been computed, we order the line-t errors at each base pointûx 0 ; (y) by their magnitudes in the parallel cross-sections. We separate outliers from inliers using a relative threshold criterion: a point is considered to be an outlier if its error is at least the n-th largest (where n is less than half the number of base points) and either the error is greater by a given xed percentage than the previous error in the ordered sequence, or the previous one is already an outlier. Since this algorithm employs a relative scale, the actual threshold to separate outliers from inliers will depend on the accuracy of the line t. If the measurements are accurate, the error in the line t will be small except for the base points provided by the parallel cross-section bands which were corrupted by independent motion. This results in high con dence and a clear separation between inliers and outliers. However, if the measurements are erroneous, outliers are detected only if they are characteristic enough. If no sharp separation can be made between inliers and outliers, no outliers may be selected, due to the low con dence measure, to avoid false alarms.
In the second stage, threshold adaptation is used to locate the independent motion in the outlier bands using the divergence property ( Figure 9 ). The threshold is based on the results obtained by the line-tting process in the previous stage. In this step we have already established a \basis of rigidity" de ned by the set of inlier parallel cross-section bands: we assume that there is no independent motion within these bands. Choosing the threshold based on the largest violation of the divergence property in the inlier bands provides a good trade-o between the detection and false alarm rate.
When the directional motion parameters are estimated, we recover the projected position of as illustrated in Figure 12 .
In Figures 13 and 15 we illustrate the performance of our detection algorithm using this automatic threshold adaptation method compared to using only static thresholds. Figure 12: Two parallel cross-sections of a directional ow, one of which contains detectable independent motion. Due to errors in the ow, the divergence property has to be relaxed by the lower and upper thresholds ( L and U , respectively) which are determined based on the inlier bands.
and 16, respectively, display the temporal plots of L and U recovered from the previous short subsequences. The few xed thresholds chosen span the range of the adaptive thresholds. We conclude from these examples that static thresholds provide a very poor compromise between false dismissals and false alarms. Since the errors involved in ow measurements and motion estimates vary quite signi cantly even between frames 4 (as is shown by the variation of the adaptive thresholds), it is not possible to nd an e ective static threshold for each projection direction which is optimal for detection even for a short period of time, without changing scene conditions.
The adaptive aspects of our detection algorithm, as illustrated in Figures 13 and 15 , contribute signi cantly to the improvement of detection reliability over a wide range of operating conditions.
In the case of a very narrow FOV, a similar adaptive thresholding mechanism can be applied in the rst stage for the detection of outliers. In this case the error can be de ned, for example, as that of the line-t of the mean orthogonal cross-section, or the total of the maximum lower and upper deviations of the directional ow in a band from the estimated line-t, which is the one also used in Figure 17 . In the second stage, thresholds U and L are determined as the maximum positive and negative errors in the inlier bands; but now, since there is no x 0 de ned to separate the image into two regions, the mean orthogonal cross-section u o (y) (11) is considered. The lower and upper thresholds are de ned as the lower and upper deviation of the directional ow from the estimated global signature: While in the case of a large FOV positivity of depth means that points moving toward the FOE are considered as independently moving, in our simpli ed model for the case of a very small FOV, detection is signaled if the perceived depth does not t some global (arbitrary) planar surface, i.e., it exhibits a relative discontinuity with respect to this plane.
By using the dynamic adaptation of thresholds described above, we can also relax our original assumption about the planar surface and extend it to more general scene structures. The only requirement for detection is that the independent motion has to induce a perceived depth sufciently di erent from a (virtual or real) plane de ned by the majority rigid background. This simpli ed model can be considered as a 2.5D approach, since the global plane does not have to be fronto-parallel. This model is theoretically weaker than the parallax constraint used in IA96]; however, many real-world situations can be modeled in this simple way, as our examples will illustrate. Furthermore, the method does not require point correspondences or parameter search, but only a directional selection of normal ow and a single robust line-tting to a small number of points (e.g. 5-15) (Figure 17 ).
Integration of instantaneous detections
Detection reliability also has to be considered at other levels of the model. Generally, it is not su cient to perform visual measurements on a frame-to-frame and pixel-by-pixel basis due to large measurement noise; temporal and spatial ltering and integration are required to decrease variance and increase reliability. While the temporal integration of instantaneous detections aims at verifying or reinforcing detection on a pixel basis, the spatial integration establishes a higher-level representation for compact clusters of coherently moving points. 
Temporal integration
Since the recursive estimation of the directional motion parameters is based on integrating local constraints over the whole image and extending it to image sequences, it is generally reliable. However, the local ow di erences used for the detection of independent motion have no extended spatial basis of support. Therefore, errors in ow will result in a similar amounts of error in these di erences, unless their basis of support is extended in time by temporal integration using tracking.
The temporal integration of local detections is accomplished by tracking instantaneously detected points; the temporal ltering is conducted along the trajectories of image locations which are assumed to be moving independently. This ltering has to eliminate short-term false alarms, and should maintain independent motion detection even if instantaneous conditions do not directly support it, but past and future detection events do. To satisfy these requirements we employ a temporal window which has both positive (future) and negative (past) temporal support (an a-causal window). In practice the implementation of such a temporal lter results in a latency in the detection output. We construct a simple ltering mechanism (Figure 19 ) which 1. veri es instantaneous detections only if they have temporal support greater than min in the past; otherwise, the short-duration detections are assumed to be false alarms and are ignored; and 2. maintains detection even if drop-outs occur which last not longer then max ? min .
Various examples of this temporal ltering are illustrated in Figures 20, 21 and 22. Figures  20 and 21 illustrate examples where instantaneous detections were veri ed by tracking. It can be seen that most of the false alarms were eliminated based upon the lack of su cient temporal support. On the other hand, Figure 22 illustrates a short image sequence where the instantaneous detection had a two-frame drop-out; however, the temporal lter maintained detection since both past and future events con rmed the evidence of independently moving points along the motion trajectories. 
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Spatial integration
Besides temporal integration of instantaneous measurements, spatial integration of individual detected moving points is also necessary to increase robustness. A single, isolated detected point provides only weak evidence for independent motion, even if veri ed by temporal ltering. On the other hand, a cluster of points detected in a compact neighborhood is strong evidence for an independently moving object. In parametric models Adi85, Smi96] this clustering is performed at the same time as the segmentation by using simultaneous high-dimensional parameter estimation, and split-and-merge segmentation. In our non-parametric approach the clustering step is done separately for only the relatively small number of coherently moving points detected and veri ed by temporal integration. We de ne a simple (2D) coherence measure as a combination of proximity in spatial coordinates and similarity in translational velocities. If the points having independent motion are coherent, they are assumed to belong to the same rigid object. The smallest bounding box surrounding an equivalence class of this grouping relation is used to identify and represent a moving object. Since we used the normal ow as the primary input in our approach, the actual direction of independent motion is not known. Therefore, (partial) coherence is established only for points on parallel image edges. The collection of overlapping bounding boxes of di erent edges de nes an ortho-convex hull which we regard as the moving object. We note that this simple coherence measure could be extended and improved, e.g. by incorporating color-and edge-based segmentation of the image.
Experimental results
Most of our examples (except for the \NIST" and \Predator" sequences) were taken by a commercial digital video handy-cam. We did not exploit the high-quality direct digital images of the camera, which could have improved our results, but used only the analog channel which was then re-digitized and compressed. Except for the \NIST" and the \Predator" sequences the camera was carried by a person walking in the scene, so the camera was undergoing general (unknown) 25 rotation and translation. The camera motion was usually rather large compared to the apparent motions of the targets. In the examples shown we used either a large camera FOV ( 55 o ) or a very small camera FOV ( 5 o ) to demonstrate our algorithm in these computationally di erent scenarios. In all the examples the recursive lter used only one iteration for each image frame 5 . For the detection results it was su cient to employ either one or two (orthogonal) projection directions which were usually vertical and horizontal, aligned with typical image edges. The only parameter which was adjusted for each image sequence was the extent of blurring required for our rather primitive normal ow computation. We note that more sophisticated ow estimation method could improve the performance of the algorithm.
In the gures red dots (if indicated) denote local detections veri ed by temporal integration. The pink boxes represent groupings of these veri ed detected points. Instantaneous, not veri ed detections are not indicated. The time constants of the temporal lter ( Figure 19 ) were chosen to be min = 1 image frame and max = 4 image frames, which means that an instantaneous detection was veri ed only if at least two consecutive image frames provided evidence for independent motion as the point was tracked; furthermore, not more than three image-frame dropouts in the detection could be maintained.
Each example displays three non-consecutive frames which are usually several seconds apart in the long image sequence. The complete sequences can be found at http://www.cfar.umd.edu/ fejes/research sum.html#CV in MPEG format.
Figures 24-29 illustrate detection examples when a large camera FOV was used. They show examples of motion detection with di erent degrees of scene clutter, where the number and size of the moving targets vary.
In Figures 30 and 31 we demonstrate the simpli ed version of our approach when only a very narrow camera FOV is used. While the scenes in the two Predator sequences shown in Figure  30 can be nicely modeled as planar, the scene shown in Figure 31 exhibits 3D parallax. In these small-FOV cases the detection of independent motion is based on nding depth discontinuities with respect to a virtually interpolated planar surface (Section 3.2.3), without the use of point correspondences.
For comparison we prepared a simple qualitative performance evaluation of our algorithm on the image sequences used, which is summarized in Table 1 . The basic measure here is the percentage of the total number of image frames in the sequence. We counted those image frames where correct detections or false alarms were found. We considered these two measures both after the temporal integration and after the spatial clustering. An image frame was counted as a correct detection if any point of the moving target(s) was classi ed as independently moving, and a frame was counted as a false detection if any point other than those of the target was detected as moving independently. (A frame could be counted both as a correct and as a false detection.)
Due to adaptation of the detection thresholds and temporal integration the false alarms in the output were usually only a small number of (2-3) isolated points (Figure 32 ). If these points were also detected as coherently moving, then they caused false alarms also after the spatial clustering. This event was rare, on the order of 1-2% of the image frames (Figure 33 ). Although the scene severely violates planarity, the adaptive threshold mechanism is capable of correctly segmenting the perceived depth discontinuity induced by the walking pedestrians.
(Notice that two pedestrians traveling at the same speed were grouped together as one target.) 37
We note that in some of the sequences (e.g. the \NIST" sequence) the size of the targets was sometimes only a few pixels, which was smaller than a prede ned threshold for activating the spatial clustering. Therefore, in these cases the clustering provided poor results.
We also note that our simple performance measures are less meaningful in cases where multiple targets are present, since these measures do not re ect cases where only a subset of the moving targets were detected. Since our detection algorithm uses only the epipolar constraint, the detection performance was also in uenced by the motion of the camera, especially if the target was rigid. The constraints provided by the epipoles are often not su cient to detect speci c independent motions, as was pointed out in Section 2.2. For example, in the \NIST" sequence the camera was mounted on a moving vehicle so that the optical axis of the camera was always parallel to the heading direction, so the FOE was approximately at the center of the image. Under these conditions the moving vehicles could be detected only part of the time. We note that the constraints provided by the epipole can be extended, for example by depth estimates from stereo WD96, AO97], radar or occlusion Ber97]. Our approach could directly incorporate this additional information at the stage of minimizing negative depth in the parallel cross-sections of the directional ow elds, using the simple interpretation of scene depth in the projected subspaces illustrated in Figure 4 .
Conclusions
An approach to detecting independent motion was proposed based on combining projections of visual motion elds with qualitative directional motion estimation. The approach is applicable to arbitrary camera motion using the motion-and structure-independent properties of projected ow elds. These were extracted from long image sequences using recursive lters tuned to particular image ow directions. The problem of independent motion detection was reduced to a combination of repeated-median-based robust line-tting and one-dimensional search. The proposed model is applicable to scene structure with large clutter and to a wide range of camera FOVs. The reliabilities of the instantaneous detections were improved by a hierarchical model combining dynamic self-adaptation of detection thresholds, temporal integration by tracking, and spatial integration of coherently moving points. Experiments demonstrated the generality and robustness of the proposed model. 
